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Back in the day, people avoided purchasing used cars like the plague. The term "used" carried
negative connotations. In fact, the Average Joe assumed that used vehicles came with certain
problems, or even worse, that it was recently involved in an accident. Fortunately, times have
changed. Used car sales have dramatically gone up in the past few years. In fact, the used car
industry enjoys an annual sales turnover of $370 billion.

If you're itching to own a set of wheels, then used cars make the best financial sense. The average
transaction price of used vehicles is somewhere around $9,000. Compare this to the average cost
of new cars which is around $18,000. Best of all, the significantly lower price tag of used cars
doesn't compensate for quality. Dealerships restore these vehicles to optimum driving condition;
which gives them up to100, 000 more miles. However, when buying a used car, do not simply settle
for any used car. Instead, you should choose pre-owned.

Pre-owned cars are vehicles that have undergone a rigid inspection process and carry a
manufacturer-backed warranty. It's important to take note that not all used cars qualify for a
warranty. Manufacturers do not use an arbitrary process to choose a vehicle. Instead, each
manufacturer establishes its own criteria and streamlined processes for approving a used car as
certified pre-owned. If certain problems are detected, the technician will fix the car, or disqualify it
from the program.

The certified warranty protection immediately takes effect when the vehicle's original warranty
expires. Typically, warranties of pre owned cars Indianapolis dealerships offer include the original
coverage and the extension of warranties up to 100,000 miles. In addition, there are also third party
certified pre-owned programs. There's virtually no difference between the two, but most of the time,
third parties charge for extra warranties. Everyone is also advised to take caution from third party
CPO programs as they are not associated with the manufacturers. There's also the risk that such
warranties will not cover some services.

Pre owned cars Indianapolis residents are lining up for may cost slightly more than the average
used car, but it's all worth it. These vehicles are restored to good as new condition, leaving you with
greater peace of mind that the car will not suddenly break down. It's one of the purchases you will
surely not regret.

No matter how perfect the vehicle appears, always ask for a test drive. The test drive is the most
crucial part of the purchasing process because it gives you the chance to determine your comfort
levels with the vehicle. Ask used car dealers Indianapolis residents recommend to schedule a test
drive to get a quality certified pre-owned vehicle. 
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Google for related information.
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